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leukemias remained resistant and eventually killed their hosts. These findings suggest that such models
can predict how human cancers will respond to therapy and help to identify genes promoting resistance
or sensitivity to any cancer drug. The mouse models also serve as an effective test system for new drugs



to the next generation. The instructions offered to sperm specifically come in the form of
small RNA molecules that companion cells pass on to sperm. These small RNAs can inac-
tivate, or “silence,” specific DNA sequences. In this way, they help set up gene expression
patterns in sperm, providing the next generation with instructions that specify which re-
gions of the genome should be turned on and which should be switched off and protect
the sperm from expressing genes that might be detrimental when the pollen fertilizes cells
for the next generation.

A separate study by Greg Hannon and colleagues examined how the germline in fruit
flies is protected from genetic parasites called transposons. These bits of DNA sequence
have infiltrated host genomes over the eons and can cause damage by copying and inserting
themselves in random fashion across genomes, disrupting genes and regulatory sequences.
To protect themselves from transposons, animal germline cells have developed a molecular
immune system, operated by an army of small RNA molecules called Piwi-interacting
RNAs (piRNAs) and a set of proteins belonging to the Piwi family. Greg’s team discovered
that in the ovaries of fruit flies, nongermline, or “somatic cells,” that surround germline
cells have also developed an antitransposon defense system. Over the years, fruit fly re-
searchers have uncovered genomic mutations that lead to sterility and abnormal develop-
ment. Because these defects could have been caused by unchecked transposon activity,
mutant flies are a good experimental resource to uncover exactly how piRNA pathways
work and how they might get disrupted. Hannon’s team analyzed eight such mutants,
showing how the genes disrupted in each mutant impact the piRNA pathway and how it
alters the type and number of piRNAs that cells are able to generate. These studies help us

understand the broad picture of how the piRNA pathway has been genetically stitched together to
perform its vital role in protecting the germline and genetic information that will be passed from
parents to the next generation.

Mobile Small RNAs That Set Up Leaf Patterning in Plants 

Anyone who has taken the time to carefully inspect a plant leaf knows that the top and bottom sur-
faces are not quite the same. In fact, this difference is the product of a developmental program that
establishes an asymmetry crucial for the leaf’s function: It ensures that the leaf develops a flattened
blade optimized for energy production by photosynthesis, with a top surface specialized for light
harvesting and a bottom surface containing tiny pores that serve as locales for gas exchange. Plant
scientists have known that the top/bottom axis is established by a signal derived from the meristem,

the stem cell-rich growing tip of the plant from which all new leaves arise. Other signals
that traffic between the upper and lower sides of the leaf are thought to stably maintain
this polar axis. In 2009, Marja Timmermans and her team were the first group to uncover
the identity of one such positional signal—a family of mobile small RNAs generated on
the upper surface of young leaves but which traffic to form a concentration gradient across
each leaf.  This graded distribution pattern of small RNA molecules creates discrete regions
of gene activity so that cells in each half of a leaf develop a distinct “top” or “bottom” iden-
tity. Besides providing a remarkable example of a morphogen-like small RNA signal, Marja
and her team have also shown that the location of the various biochemical ingredients re-
quired for small RNA activity can impact pattern formation. Together, their discoveries
explain how mobile small RNAs can generate leaf patterns during development.

Identification of a Protein That Enhances Long-term Memory
by Controlling Rest Periods

Students everywhere—those who study, at any rate—know from experience that studying improves
memory, but only under certain conditions. Facts are preserved longer in memory if a student spaces
out learning sessions between rest intervals. This past year, Yi Zhong and his team discovered how
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been associated with X-linked mental retardation. Indeed, problems at the synapse—in their
formation and in the mechanisms through which the strength, or plasticity, of their con-
nections are regulated—are thought to contribute to numerous mental and neurological
disorders. Linda points out that at least 280 genes have already been implicated in metal re-
tardation. But what we have not done, to date, is connect the genetic abnormalities to bio-



Likely Origin of Facial Cancer Decimating the Tasmanian Devil Population

An international team led by Greg Hannon and his former student, Elizabeth Murchison, of CSHL
and the Australian National University, succeeded in identifying the likely point of origin for the
deadly facial tumors decimating Australia’s Tasmanian devil population: Schwann cells, cells of the
nervous system which form a tissue type that cushions and protects nerve fibers. The discovery stems
from the team’s effort to carry out a genetic analysis of tumor cells in devil tumor facial disease.
DFTD is a unique type of cancer transmitted from animal to animal via biting or other physical
contact. Tumors in the canine-sized devils are mostly found on the face and mouth, but they often
spread to internal organs. With no diagnostic tests, treatments, or vaccines currently available, the
aggressive disease could wipe out the Tasmanian devil species, which is found only on that island-
state of Australia, in 25 to 35 years. The largest surviving marsupial carnivores, the devils have become
a cause célèbre for conservationists worldwide. Greg and his team determined the identity of the
originating cell by using advanced sequencing technology to uncover the tumors’ transcriptome—
the complete set of genes that are turned on in tumor cells. Comparing this readout to that from
other tissues, they found that the tumors’ genetic signature best matched that of Schwann cells.
Armed with the tumors’ genetic profile, researchers now can start hunting for genes and pathways
involved in tumor formation. A catalog of devil genes compiled by the Hannon–Murchison team
should be useful in designing vaccines and other therapeutic strategies.

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Board of Trustees

The Board of Trustees elected three new members this year: Michael R. Botchan, Ph.D., Goldman
Professor and Chair of the Department of Molecular and Cell Biology, University of California,
Berkeley, and a former faculty member at CSHL; Thomas Quick, President of First Palm Beach
Properties, Inc., who begins a second period as Trustee; and Samuel L. Stanley, Jr., M.D., the fifth
president of Stony Brook University. 

In addition, the Board named Nancy Marks as an Honorary Trustee. Nancy served on the board
as a Trustee from 2004 to 2009 and participated in the Development Committee (2004–2006),
the Capital Campaign Committee (2006–2008), and the Building Committee (2000–2009).

Congratulations to CSHL Scientific Trustee Charles L. Sawyers, M.D., chair of the Human On-
cology and Pathogenesis Program at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, who in September
received the 2009 Lasker-DeBakey Clinical Medical Research Award for groundbreaking work on



Dinner, which alone raised more than $3 million; the President’s Council, which raised over
$375,000; and the Women’s Partnership for Science luncheon, which raised close to $50,000. The
balance was contributed by CSHL Association members.

On behalf of CSHL, our Board of Trustees, and our Development Department, I thank all those
who helped us achieve our goals. Private philanthropy is the engine of innovative research, and your
contributions are pushing the boundaries of science forward. Please refer to the back of this Annual
Report for a complete list of our generous supporters.

Research and Education Management

Our research and education management teams performed exceedingly well in the face of the chal-
lenges that the world financial crisis presented. CSHL’s investigators and administrators worked
closely to effectively manage existing programs under conditions where we had to cut our budget
mid year. In an unprecedented team effort, CSHL secured more than $22 million in federal stimulus
grants issued under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA). These 2-year funds will
support research in cancer, neuroscience, epigenetics, and plant biology, as well as research training
and laboratory enhancements. 

In applying for research grants, applicants were encouraged to develop innovative and bold ideas in
relatively short grant proposals. CSHL scientists had a 30% success rate in securing ARRA grants, much
higher than the national average. I suspect that this is because much of our innovative science is sup-
ported by philanthropy or by internal endowment funds, and our scientists are used to proposing bold
ideas. If such proposals were submitted in normal individual research grant proposals (the so-called
RO1 mechanism), such ideas would invariably be shot down and not funded. Perhaps this is a lesson
of how the National Institutes of Health (NIH) should consider funding some science in the future. 

True to CSHL’s legacy as a breeding ground for the latest technologies and approaches to solving
biological questions, CSHL secured special 5-year grants for “transformative” research projects. Our
researchers Josh Dubnau, Ph.D., and Partha Mitra, Ph.D., received these grants for neuroscience
projects that the NIH deemed “exceptionally innovative, high-risk, original, and/or unconven-
tional… [with] the potential to create new or challenge existing scientific paradigms.” 

We were also encouraged by a pledge of continued support to stem cell research from New York Gov-
ergeor neuroscience







Zach Lippman won a Human Frontier Science Program Career Development Award to continue
his work in understanding the molecular dynamics that underlie altered developmental fates of cer-



budget. Commissioning of the Hillside Laboratory buildings was accomplished, with the new Si-
mons Center for Quantitative Biology and the relocated operations of the CSHL Cancer Center
occupying finished space. The Hillside Laboratories complex also contains an additional animal fa-
cility that was brought on line in 2009. The CSHL Information Technology Department and an
updated and expanded datacenter were relocated to the Hillside complex. This is the new home of
the High Performance Computing Center (HPCC)—CSHL’s very own supercomputer. 





Medical Institute Investigator, Leemor Joshua-Tor, Ph.D., and Felicia
Callan, M.D., obstetrician/gynecologist at the Mount Sinai School of Med-
icine/North Shore Medical Group. Money raised at this event supports
women who pursue careers in biomedical research at CSHL.

• Hillside Laboratories Opening. On June 12, CSHL dedicated the Hillside
Laboratories, with remarks from Chairman of the CSHL Board of Trustees
Eduardo Mestre; Chancellor Emeritus Jim Watson, Ph.D.; Bill Grover,
FAIA, founding partner of Centerbrook Architects and Planners; and myself.
The keynote address, “Thoughts on the Future of Biological Sciences,” was
delivered by Philip A. Sharp, Ph.D., Nobel laureate, University Professor,
Koch Institute for Integrative Cancer Research, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

• The President’s Council. CSHL Board Chairman Eduardo Mestre and his wife Dr. Gillian Shep-
herd hosted an April 16 reception to announce the theme of the members-only 2009 President’s
Council program: “Personal Genomes.” Special guests at this Manhattan event were Linda Avey
and Anne Wojcicki, co-founders of the genome sequencing company 23andMe. The annual fall
President’s Council retreat was held on October 16-17 and featured Peter Neufeld, co-founder
and -director of The Innocence Project. Other speakers that weekend included: David Botstein,
a geneticist and CSHL Scientific Trustee; Esther Dyson, whose own genome was among the first
sequenced in the Personal Genome Project; Elaine Mardis, Co-Director of The Genome Center,
Washington University School of Medicine; Dr. Philip Marshal of WebMD Health Services; and
CSHL Assistant Professor Gurinder “Mickey” Atwal. 

• The Double Helix Medals Dinner. The 4th Double Helix Medals Dinner was held at the Man-
darin Oriental Hotel in Manhattan on November 10. Medals for Scientific Research were
presented to Herbert W. Boyer, Ph.D. and Stanley N. Cohen, M.D., who co-discovered re-
combinant DNA. Life-long philanthropist and advocate for research Kathryn W. Davis,
Ph.D., was honored for Humanitarianism. In recognition for his unprecedented support of
biomedical research, Maurice “Hank” Greenberg was presented with the medal for Corporate
Philanthropy. Violin virtuoso Joshua Bell performed with accompaniment by pianist Frederic
Chiu. The event was cochaired by Mr. and Mrs. Eli Broad, Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Davis,
Ms. Florence A. Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Matthews, and Dr. Richard H. Scheller.
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need. CSHL volunteers prepared and served dinner at the Ronald McDonald house to 40 families
of seriously ill children. We also collected 300 pounds of food in support of the Long Island Cares
Harry Chapin Food Bank. 

Looking Forward

The financial and economic setbacks in 2008–2009 will most likely cause a major change in the
long-term prospects for both philanthropic and federal support of science. We can be secure that
our science continues to be world leading and hence will attract support, but increasingly in tight
times, we must be aware that both members of Congress and taxpayers are increasingly looking at
the outcomes of basic research. The economic impact of research is obvious, but changing how we
interact with industry is going to be necessary if we are to achieve these goals. More fundamentally,
we must increase the applied value of our research internally. Finding a mechanism of funding to
do this will create a major challenge in the future.
    Bruce Stillman, Ph.D., F.R.S.
    President
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DNALC instructor Ileana Rios at the World Science Festival Street Fair in Manhattan
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